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Engagement Record
Nááts'įhch'oh National Park Reserve
Assessments:
Phase II Environmental Site Assessment (ESA),
Hazardous Building Materials Investigation Assessment (HBMA),
Preliminary Quantitative Risk Assessment (PQRA) and
Geotechnical Investigation Assessment (GIA)
Location:
30 and 30A Bear Rock Drive, Tulita, NT
and 28 Mackenzie Drive Tulita, NT (HBMA only)

Name of Proponent: Parks Canada Agency
Stakeholders Distribution List:
 Hamlet of Tulita
 SAO of Tulita, Don Smeltzer, and SAO in training Samantha Bayha
 Hamlet Mayor and Council
 Elder’s Council
 Chief Frank Andrew
The appended Community engagement report discusses the engagement with the affected stakeholders
via sessions and group discussions including workshops to discuss facility planning. The engagement
plan is shown in Appendix D.

Community Engagement Session Results on New Visitor
Centre in Tulit’a, NT
Report
March, 2021

Nááts'įhch'oh National Park Reserve
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INTRODUCTION
As part of the Impact and Benefits Plan, Parks Canada is committed to building a Visitor Centre, office,
warehouse in Tulit’a, NT with respect to Nááts’įhch’oh National Park Reserve. Property along the
MacKenzie River and mouth of the Bear River was acquired last year and plans are underway for the
construction of these buildings. Expected construction date is summer of 2022 or 2023.
To ensure the community members of the Hamlet of Tulit’a, of which 90% represent the Sahtu Dene and
Métis, as well as people from Norman Wells; it was important to listen and learn from community
members as to how they envision the look and feel of the Visitor Centre. The first step was to hold
community engagements sessions in the communities of the Tulit’a District (Tulit’a and Norman Wells).
The input gathered will help guide the Design of the Visitor Centre building.

CONTEXT
Nááts’įhch’oh National Park Reserve is a fairly new Park and was announced in 2012 as part of a modern
treaty – the Sahtu Dene and Metis Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement, which was signed in 1993. An
Impact and Benefit Plan (IBP) serves to govern specific, key activities of Park operations. Article 17.18 of
The IBP specifies conditions to build/ acquire a Visitor Centre, office, warehouse and houses in the
Hamlet of Tulit’a.
This Visitor Centre in Tulit’a is a unique situation with respect to typical Visitor Centres that represent
Parks Canada places across the country. These Visitor Centres are typically located within the
boundaries of a National Park or National Historic Site. However, the Tulit’a Visitor Centre will, on the
contrary, be typical of Northern Region Visitor Centres which, for the most part, are located outside of
Park boundaries and far from the actual Park they represent.
These Northern Visitor Centres tend to be nestled in the closest community within reach of amenities
such as accommodations, airports, shopping centres, etc. In comparison, Nááts’įhch’oh National Park
Reserve is just under a 2 hour chartered flight from Tulit’a or Norman Wells – which is a significant
distance away.
The Park is a pristine wilderness area and 4,895 km2 in size. It protects lands around Mount
Nááts’įhch’oh with majestic views of rugged mountains and deep river valleys. To learn more of the
Park, please visit https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/nt/naatsihchoh.

APPROACH
Given current Covid 19 restrictions and the desire for one-on-one conversations with participants to
achieve rich feedback, the Community Engagement sessions were shaped to include four stations, a safe
space apart. The stations focussed on specific elements to the Visitor Centre and each station
incorporated questions as follows:
Station 1 - Visitor Centre (Gathering Place) Activities
The Visitor Centre should also serve as a Gathering Place. How do you see it being used? What
activities, community events do you feel could take place there?
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Station 2 - Outside of Visitor Centre (Gathering Place)
How should the outside of the Visitor Centre look like? What would make it blend in well with
the community? Example: What color, shape and height would you like to see?
Station 3 - Inside of Visitor Centre (Gathering Place)
How should the inside of the Visitor Centre look like? What would make it comfy, appealing and
welcoming to you?
Station 4 - Cultural Significance
What cultural significance should be highlighted in the Visitor Centre? What would make it
unique? What symbols would best represent Naats’ihch’oh National Park?
Three sessions were held. The first session was on February 18th, 2021 at 3pm with the Elder’s Council.
Unfortunately, not many Elders were present due to a funeral in Deline but they offered good feedback
and raised important questions.
On February 23rd, two sessions were held between 2pm – 4pm and again at 7pm – 9pm at the
Recreation Centre community hall and approximately 50 people participated representing all ages: from
youth to Elders. They provided very good feedback which makes up the bulk of this report. On March 4th
between 6pm – 8pm, Parks Canada staff were on hand at the Land Corp office in Norman Wells. Nobody
participated in this session which was likely due to it being March break and many folks were away. It’s
important to note, the feedback sought was on the look and feel of the Visitor Centre only, as the office,
warehouse are government standard buildings.
In addition, for anyone who was unable to attend the Community Engagement Session, a letter with the
Questions above was distributed to all partner organizations in the Tulit’a District to share with their
membership. A response deadline was set for March 5th, but no responses were received.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Each question or station was summarized with input from all participants. Detailed feedback on the
questions can be found in Appendix A. The Community Engagement sessions (see Appendix B for photos
of the sessions) resulted in the following summary:
Visitor Centre (Gathering Place) Activities








Gathering place for talks, Elders knowledge sharing, etc.
A place for recreation and healthy living activities
Tourist attraction with hiking trails, photo spots and camping areas
Traditional skills/ snowshoe making, drum building, moose-skin building workshops
Traditional foods workshops, coordinate with school for student credits: Food prep, animal
butchery, bannock making; cooking contests
Dene way of life teachings: hunting, trapping, spirituality
Arts & Crafts workshops: sewing, illustrating, jewellery making, painting
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Learning opportunities: Science and Traditional Ecological Knowledge; educational video
screenings; survival skills
Cultural events: hand games, drum dances, feasts, Dene games
Walmart style Greeter: Elder on site to greet visitors, tell stories, to translate words into Slavey
(could coordinate this when we are aware of groups of paddlers, tourists, visitors)
Teepee outside for activities

Outside of Visitor Centre (Gathering Place)
























Ramps at entrance for Elders
Shape of a drum (round building design); or/and drum above entrance with four colours
Eight-sided gathering place attached to main building, log posts
Big windows all around – for viewing river and a welcoming entrance; one or more windows
could be in the shape of a drum and painting of drumsticks (or large replica) to frame it
Covered deck towards river to view river, mountains
Natural wood elements; Log siding
Teepee shape incorporated in building; Teepee framed roof made of Logs (to represent Metis).
Logs local sourced, built locally; or Teepee frame at each end of Visitor Centre (front and back
entrances),
Fire pit including cardinal direction elements for feeding the fire events
Arbor style building
Covered seating – a cozy place for people to gather outside in back or front entrance
Large glass doors with carved fish or other animals in wooden door handles
Outside building color ideas: Sky blue with white (2 tone); colour accents - blue for water, grey
for Elders, red for resiliency, white or silver for purity; white with colour accents; wood or
natural colour; salmon pink
Access to riverfront with wooden steps for fishing, paddling, or swimming
Shade trees with native plant gardens
An open longhouse for traditional skills workshop (water access for food demonstrations)
Small gazebo with teepee shaped roof for gathering; and/or Teepee outside for telling stories
and sharing culture
Interpretive signs in Slavey language: Dene Law; Respect land, Elders, all Animals, Mother
Nature
Locally made sculptures or carvings
Smokehouse and Outdoor workshop space for cooking and preparing meat
BBQ; Picnic tables
Sauna outside for healing purposes
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Inside of Visitor Centre (Gathering Place)






























Space or shop to sell traditional and locally produced art & crafts
Design should incorporate clockwise movement of people inside the building; as is traditional in
the Arbor
Incorporate stones and logs
Furniture to include comfy leather couch; love seats (leather easier to keep clean); rocking
chairs & recliners for the elders - but low to the ground, easy to get in and out of; coffee table,
large area rug near couches
Soft, natural, good lighting to be able to see well
Fridge (to help yourself to snacks)
Place to hang coats, stack boots
Colours: bright colours; calming colors, not too bright nor shocking
Not too cluttery; and not too corporate looking; avoid feeling of being shoved into an
Institution.
Photos or paintings of native Park flowers, berries on the wall; Photos of the community and
Naats’ihch’oh National Park Reserve landscape; black & White Photo collages of people in the
community from the 60s, 70s, 80s, little kids playing along the river bank, for people to see
themselves or their parents growing up to now; Photos of the mountains/
Elders specified there should be no symbols, pictograms, etc on the floor as it is disrespectful
Wooden floors
Local artwork displaced by local artists and also used to decorate the offices
Curtains, to replicate home-like feeling
Showcase of traditional tools/Artefacts such as tools for hunting skills, crafting skills, ie.
moosehide scraper, fish skillet knife; also display case including replica of traditional activities:
small scale snowshoes, moosehide boat, cabins with willows, teepee, beaver belts stretched,
fish drying, snowmobile with sled or dogteam with sled, firepit with pot hanging to cook,
firewood chopping area
Replica of Mooseskin boat, mooseskin boat videos, photos mooseskin boats and the building of
them
Red Dog mountain (sacred site) represented, molding of it.
Traditional Story of Bear Rock and the 3 pellets (mounted on the wall with visuals)
Access to kitchen to prepare traditional medicines for teachings, and other cultural related food
products
Stained glass, shape of Mountains
Large wall sized map of where Elders trapped, hunted, lived up to 100 years ago, with a
timeline; include map of Canol Trail, mile 222, Keele River, where locals traditionally hunted or
helped build the Canol trail.
Bio of Elders done by school kids next to photo of Elders
Big open space, shape of drum incorporated
Visitor Info about the Park and about Parks Canada Agency as a whole, ie what we do
Directions on the wall: Who you may want to see in the Office, ie Park Superintendent,
Ecologist, etc.
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Fireplace in the shape of a drum made of rock, found locally (sacred stone as part of the mix).
Also use shale from the ‘Smokes’ sacred site; Blaze king stove (?) and wood, hot chocolate and
tea available.
No french language translations of Dene ways.

Cultural Significance














Wood trim
Taxidermy wildlife – caribou, Moose, wolf, animals of the park etc.
Skylight opening – like a teepee or arbour “so our prayers can reach heaven”
Northern Lights design around the top border of walls
Symbols to represent the mountain, land, trees, environment – pictures and images to remind
us of the area
Banners with photos of the rivers and the people
Window in the shape of Moose Skin boat
Inside shaped like an arbour – ie. round, supported by 13 poles with circular opening in the roof;
or 13 poles incorporated into outer frame of Visitor Centre, evenly spaced, that would
incorporate carvings (done by local artist) of the Dene Law teachings (however needs to be
Shúhtaot'ine specific). The Visitor Centre could take shape of octagon to support this idea; with
the 13 poles spaced within somehow.
Large picture of Mount Nááts’įhch’oh right by the door as you walk in
Teepee that you can go inside
Recordings of Elders voices telling stories and their photos
Interactive map of the Sahtu region/Park homeland

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
From the results indicated above, the following 7 key considerations are the main points to be
incorporated into the design of the Visitor Centre:
1. Teepee, drum, arbour shapes incorporated into the building design (drum shape windows)
2. Space required inside and outside for Traditional activities that are important to the Sahtu Dene
and Metis
3. Outside has large windows for viewing of river, mountains and windows in ceiling for Northern
Lights viewing; building color schemes to match Dene Teachings
4. Inside is large, open, welcoming, comfortable with plenty of photos depicting landscape, local
people, local flora and fauna, Dene & Metis way of life
5. Moose skin boat building – important story to be told
6. Building materials include logs, stones; and sculptures, carvings depicting Dene teachings
7. Space for sale of Arts & Crafts and space to showcase artefacts, replicas of the Dene & Metis
way of life
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NEXT STEPS
This report will be shared with Partner organizations as a “What we heard” summary of the Community
Engagement sessions to offer people the opportunity to provide additional feedback and to also ensure
their input was captured accurately.
This report will be included in the specifications portion of the Request for Proposals (RFP) package for
bidders with respect to the Design of the Building.
The Design contract will include recommendations for the Design Firm to further engage community
members with their preliminary sketches, based on input gathered from this report.
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Appendix A – Results of the 4 Stations from the Community Engagement Sessions
Station 1 - Activities you would want to use the space for.
Where: Tulita Recreation Centre

The Visitor Centre should also serve as a Gathering Place. How do you see it being used? What activities,
community events do you feel could take place there?
Activities:






Chill Space- for chatting – drinking coffee or tea. (with a view)
Recreation and Healthy Living
Swimming – access to the beach.
Fire pit.
“We want to attract people to come here and spend money”
o Attractive to tourists
 Hiking trails
 Photo spots
 Camping areas
Education/Food:







Traditional Skills, Traditional Food workshops. ***
A place to fulfill School Outdoor Education Credits.
A Place to learn how to build – Drums- moose skin boat- arbors
Learning from scientists, elders on ecology of area, combined with history of the people,
incorporating traditional ecology knowledge with conventional science.
“Teaching – about Dene Spirituality, Hunt, Trap, Fish, Harvest”
Animal Butchery workshops, canning, dehydration
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Hide Tanning
Snowshoe Making
Sewing mutlucks
Bannock making
Moose Burger Chili Contest.
Place to see educational Videos- Learn about Mapping, Stories.
A place to learn About Flowers.
Traditional Medicine workshops – Garden.
Learning to Illustrate for kids – park wildlife, landscapes

Traditional Art & Craft:



Space to sell – Art & craft – Snowshoes, slippers, mitts, jewelry
Classroom style art Studio.

People:



A place to involve Youth and Kids
Elders Space- for knowledge sharing.

Cultural Events:





Hand games
Drum Dances
Big Community Feasts
Dene Games –
o Stick Pull
o Moose skin Ball games
o Tea boil
o Caribou Antler – cup and ball game
o Rattles.
Programs:


Arts Programs Space.
o Traditional Arts
o Painting
Building Design:


“Arbor Style Building”
o Tie in elements of traditional building- Shùhtaot’ine arbors are
constructed with the last log (in a circle) tied into astrological
alignment with Pleiades- in relation to the N star.
o Design should incorporate clockwise movement of people inside the
building. As is traditional in the Arbor.
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Stone Fireplace.
Incorporating Stone and logs.
Incorporating the Land and the Water.

Summary of Engagement:
Engagement shows that future visitor centre is seen as a space that could be used for
Traditional Knowledge sharing- Food and Craft.
-

Animal prep/ preservation workshops space.
Crosses over with Traditional Crafts Hide prep/ drum making, babiche
Community Event Space:
-

Feasts
Drum Dances
Hand Games – other dene games.

-

Desire exists in the community for a space to sell arts and crafts.

Retail:
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Station 2
At this station, participants in Tulita were asked: How should the outside of the Visitor Centre look like?
What would make it blend in well with the community? Example: What color, shape and height would
you like to see?
Responses were given orally, written, or put on sticky notes. All comments transcribed below.

Shape
Shape of a drum (round building design)
Eight sided gathering place attached to main building, log posts
Tall ceiling with skylights arranged in a circle
Skylights in ceiling and indoor fireplace for elders
Big windows all around – for viewing river and a welcoming entrance
Round or natural shapes a part of building
Covered deck towards river
Natural wood elements
Tipi shape
Beaver shaped
Lots of windows
Built in stage
River outlook
Covered deck
Big windows
Covered seating – a cosy place for people to gather ourside front entrance
Large glass doors with carved fish or other animals in wooden door handles
Tipi shaped entrance
Drum above entrance with four colours
Carved wood or natural log beams

Colour
Sky blue with white (2 tone)
Colour accents - Blue for water, grey for Elders, red for resiliency, white or silver for purity
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White with colour accents
Log siding
Wood or natural colour
Wood colour
Salmon pink

Activities
Traditional Knowledge workshops
Traditional skills workshops such as sewing, fishing, meat and hide processing
Fish and meat drying structures and workshops
Access to riverfront for fishing and paddling
Attract many visitors
Place for paddlers and visitors to stop in Tulita
Teach survival skills like shelter making
Teach feeding of fire to all ages
Skin and hide workshops
Food and nutrition workshops
Parks Canada provides materials from park for local artists to make art for visitor center, antlers, fish
scales, caribou hair
Teepee outside to tell stories, offer tea.

Other Outdoor Elements
Artistic sign at driveway entrance displaying cultural elements such as moose, rivers, handgames,
berries, mountains
Outdoor gathering place with firepit
Cardinal direction markers (could be around firepit area for feeding of fire)
Interpretive elements in Slavey language
River access, rock or wooden steps down to river, paddler and canoe access, traditional fishing
workshops
Shade trees with native plant gardens such as avens and fireweed
A tour guide who is knowledgeable to give tours of plants and artifacts outdoors
Heritage-like site marker post
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Traditional medicine workshops (access to water and kitchen)
River viewing deck
Firepit
Traditional skills building
Steps down to river at natural v gully on property
A rock pathway using local flast river rocks through a native plant garden, a nature walkway
An open longhouse for traditional skills workshop (water access for food demonstrations)
Small gazebo with tipi shaped roof for gathering
Connect to and promote local trail system
Tipi gazebo with big long poles
Tipi outside for telling stories and sharing culture
Interpretive signs, Dene Law; Respect land, Elders, all, Animals, Mother Nature
Locally made sculptures or carvings
Tipi’s
Tipi and smokehouse
BBQ
Picnic tables
Hand games demonstrations
Artwork and jewelry workshop space
Outdoor workshop space for cooking and preparing meat
Outside to reflect the history of the former property owners, of farming the land, farm tools on display
Art on outside of the building, mosaic of artists, to evoke spirit of the mountains
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Station 3
Inside of Visitor Centre (Gathering Place)
How should the inside of the Visitor Centre look like? What would make it comfy, appealing and
welcoming to you?
The following comments are summarized in 3 parts as follows:
Comfy:

















Comfy leather couch, love seats (leather easier to keep clean)
Rocking chairs, recliners for the elders, but low to the ground, easy to get in and out of
Coffee table with tea
Large area rug near couches
Soft lights
Natural lighting
Good lighting to be able to see well
Fridge (to help yourself to snacks)
Place to hang coats, stack boots
Bright colours, not too cluttery, photos or paintings of native Park flowers, berries on the wall
Calming colors, not too bright, shocking
Wooden floors
Very comfy chairs to be seated for long, for gatherings
Local artwork displaced by local artists and also used to decorate the offices
Not too corporate looking; avoid feeling of being shoved into an Institution.
Curtains, to replicate home like feeling

Appealing:












Craft shop
Showcase of traditional tools/Artefacts such as tools for hunting skills, crafting skills, ie.
moosehide scraper, fish skillet knife
Display case, replica of traditional activities: of small scale snowshoes, moosehide boat, cabins
with willows, teepee, beaver belts stretched, fish drying, snowmobile with sled or dogteam with
sled, firepit with pot hanging to cook, firewood chopping area
Replica of Mooseskin boat, mooseskin boat videos, photos mooseskin boats and the building of
them (locals carry the knowledge of how to build these and very important to community)
Encased mooseskin boat
Red Dog mountain (sacred site) represented, molding of it.
Traditional Story of Bear Rock and the 3 pellets (mounted on the wall with visuals)
Large window with good view of mountains, river
Big windows to see the outside, not confining feeling (ie like the school)
Large window in the shape of a drum and painting of drumsticks (or large replica) could frame
the outside
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Access to kitchen to prepare traditional medicines for teachings, and other cultural related food
products
Kitchen should be near Visitor Centre, accessible
Stained glass porch, shape of Mountains
Local builders to work/ partner with Architects, Field Engineers
Large wall sized map of where Elders trapped, hunted, lived up to 100 years ago, with a timeline.
Map of Canol Trail, mile 222, Keele River, where locals traditionally hunted or helped build the
Canol trail.

Welcoming:


























To see stuff from off the land, ie hides, tools, etc
Photos of the community and Park landscape
Black & White Photo collages of people in the community from the 60s, 70s, 80s, little kids
playing along the river bank, for people to see themselves or their parents growing up to now.
Historical Photos of people, nature
Bio of Elders done by school kids next to photo of Elders
Pinkish color (?)
Gathering place to sit and talk, share stories
Big open space, shape of drum incorporated,
Photos of Naats’ihch’oh NPR
Photos of the mountains, could be floor painting
Visitor Info about the Park and about Parks Canada Agency as a whole, ie what we do
Directions on the wall of Who you may want to see in the Office, ie Park Superintendent,
Ecologist, etc.
13 poles incorporated into outer frame of Visitor Centre, evenly spaced, that would incorporate
carvings (done by local artist) of the Dene Law teachings (however needs to be Shuaota’ine
specific). The Visitor Centre could take shape of octagon to support this idea; with the 13 poles
spaced within somehow.
Fireplace in the shape of a drum made of rock, found locally (sacred stone as part of the mix).
Also use shale from the ‘Smokes’ sacred site
Blaze king stove (?) and wood, hot chocolate and tea available.
Ramps at entrance for Elders
Teepee framed roof made of Logs (to represent Metis). Logs local sourced, built locally
Teepee frame at each end of Visitor Centre (front and back entrances), tall glass ceiling to see
the stars
Roof or Loft (2nd floor) made of glass or skylights to see Northern Lights – Star People, sacred
Teepee outside
Firepit outside to tell stories
Sauna outside for healing purposes
Walmart Greeter style of Elder on site to greet visitors, tell stories, to translate words into Slavey
(could coordinate this when we are aware of groups of paddlers, tourists, visitors)
No french language translations of Dene ways.
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Station 4: Cultural Significance
What cultural significance should be highlighted in the Visitor Centre? What would make it unique?
What symbols would best represent Nááts’įhch’oh National Park Reserve?
*No symbols on the floor – disrespectful to walk over it, especially women (Frederick Andrew, Chief
Frank)
People liked the following interior features from example pictures:
 Wood trim
 Moose Skin Boat
 Opening in the Roof – like a skylight or opening of an arbour/tipi
 Taxidermy wildlife – caribou, Moose, wolf, animals of the park etc.
Interior Design of Visitor Centre:
 Skylight opening – like a tipi or arbour “so our prayers can reach heaven”
 Wood trims and beams, natural
 Blue (paint)
 Colours: Pink (Flowers, Fireweed), Brown (Moose hides), Blue (waters)
 Light and bright open space – light colour paint
 Northern Lights design around the top border of walls
 Symbols to represent the mountain, land, trees, environment – pictures and images to remind
us of the area
 Banners with photos of the rivers and the people
 Provide a space or room set up for the following activities:
o Teaching workshops for youth
o Teaching cooking and culture to visitors and youth
o Feasts
o Storytelling
o = “meeting place”
 Window in the shape of Moose Skin boat
 Inside shaped like an arbour – ie. round, supported by 13 poles with circular opening in the roof
 Should celebrate local art and crafts
 Incorporate symbols of the drum
When I walk into the Visitor Centre I want to see….
 A place serving coffee, to talk with friends
 Large picture of Mount Nááts’įhch’oh right by the door as you walk in
The following comments lean more towards exhibits rather than interior design,
Items/Displays Inside of Visitor Centre
 Gift shop, selling local crafts
 Large picture of Mount Nááts’įhch’oh and the story of it’s power
 Tipi that you can go inside
 Displaying traditional and modern art/crafts – beading, drums
 Taxidermy animals representing park species – wolf, fox, caribou, seals, bears, beaver, muskox
 Moose Skin boat with write-up of Moose Skin boat – where it was used, when (time period of
fur trade)
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Recordings of Elders voices telling stories
Pictures of Elders
Interactive map of the Sahtu region/Park homeland
Past and present pictures of the Mountains, Tulita, [Norman Wells]
History of the property – Hardy Homestead Garden, HBC etc.
History of the Dene tribes in Sahtu
Timeline showing the history of Dene and Europeans from pre-colonial to present day
Dene Laws
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Appendix B – Photos of the Community Engagement Sessions
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Engagement Plan
Nááts'įhch'oh National Park Reserve

Assessments:
Phase II Environmental Site Assessment (ESA),
Hazardous Building Materials Investigation Assessment (HBMA),
Preliminary Quantitative Risk Assessment (PQRA) and
Geotechnical Investigation Assessment (GIA)
Location:
30 and 30A Bear Rock Drive, Tulita, NT
and 28 Mackenzie Drive Tulita, NT (HBMA only)

Name of Proponent: Parks Canada Agency
Name of Affected Parties: Hamlet of Tulita, SOA of Tulita Don Smeltzer, SOA in training Samantha
Bayha, Hamlet Mayor and Council, Elder’s Council, Town of Norman Wells and Chief Frank Andrew
Please note: One Engagement Plan is provided for all affected parties, as all affected parties follow the
same engagement process throughout the duration of this project.

When will you be
engaging?

What is the purpose for
engaging?

Who will be engaged at
each of these stages?

How will you engage?

Notify affected parties
of the project, answer
any project questions/
concerns, and resolve
any issues prior to the
submission of the LUP.

SAO of Tulita, Don
Smeltzer and SOA in
training Samantha
Bayha. They relayed
this information to
Hamlet Mayor and
Council.

In person meeting

Elder’s Council

In person meeting

Hamlet of Tulita

In person meetings

Town of Norman Wells

In person meeting

What is the trigger for
engagement?
Date: November 5th,
2020
Trigger: Upcoming plans
to build a new Visitor
Center/office Parks
Canada and the
Application for Land Use
Permit (LUP)
Date: February 18th,
2021
Trigger: Upcoming plans
to build a new Visitor
Center/office Parks
Canada and the
Application for Land Use
Permit (LUP)

Notify affected parties
of the project, engage
them on understanding
the site’s previous
function (to gather
historical data) and to
engage them on how it
should look and
function. Answer any
project questions/
concerns, and resolve
any issues prior to the
submission of the LUP
Date: February 23rd,
Two community
2021
engagement sessions in
Trigger: Upcoming plans Tulita for the general
public (Hamlet of Tulita)
to build a new Visitor
between 2-4pm and 6Center/office Parks
8pm to inform
Canada and the
Application for Land Use community members on
the new property plans
Permit (LUP)
and engage them on
how it should look and
function.
Date: March 4th, 2021
One community
Trigger: Upcoming plans engagement session in
Norman Wells at the
to build a new Visitor
Norman Wells Land
Center/office Parks
Corporation, between
Canada and the
Application for Land Use 4-7pm to inform
community members on
Permit (LUP)
the new property plans
and engage them on
how it should look and
function.

Date: June 2nd, 2021
Trigger: Upcoming plans
to build a new Visitor
Center/office Parks
Canada and the
Application for Land Use
Permit (LUP)

Update on Parks Canada
operations which
included discussion on
the Property
assessment and
eventual build plans.

Chief Frank Andrew

Signature of Proponent (representative):

Nadine Gauvin
Park Superintendent, Naats’ihch’oh National Park Reserve

In person meeting

